Press release

Light Works! – Zumtobel supplies visionary lighting solution for
Infobip headquarters in Croatia
Ideas are only as good as the people behind them. And these people need an optimal
environment to work with motivation, efficiency and creativity. Zumtobel demonstrates the
importance of lighting in achieving a good working atmosphere with its lighting solution for
the IT and telecommunications specialist Infobip – whose founders in Croatia were promptly
marked out by Ernst & Young as progressive entrepreneurs and exemplary employers.
Culture is reflected in architecture.
Dornbirn, 23 January 2020 – How important is daylight for people? What influence does lighting have
on employee performance? How can a lighting solution contribute to a greater sense of well-being?
These are the questions that Zumtobel studied together with Gruppe Nymphenburg from Munich as
part of a neuropsychological study1. For many years now, the Austrian luminaire manufacturer has
been pointing out the benefits of holistic light quality through Active Light, which is modelled on
daylight. It increases employee well-being and promotes a creative working environment. The IT and
telecommunications specialist Infobip trusted in Zumtobel's expertise for the lighting at its new
headquarters in Vodnjan/Croatia. The globally active Croatian company offers, amongst other things,
mobile cloud services and omnichannel messaging services for companies and mobile
communications operators. Its 500 or so employees predominantly work at their screens in offices
and conference rooms, so a lighting solution with optimal glare control and high flexibility is required.
This is because if you work all day at a PC or laptop, you need lighting that adapts to changes in
daylight, thereby helping to support the body's natural biorhythm. And increasing employee wellbeing.
The company headquarters not only has offices and meeting rooms, but also a fitness area, a
restaurant and a training centre. This building is just one part of the high-tech Infobip campus,
however. The campus also includes an apartment complex for employees and guests, a car park,
several sports grounds and a park. Zumtobel's challenge was to create an optimal and efficient
lighting solution for the different areas of the campus, with the focus on the needs of the employees.

1

Using the neurophysiological measuring methods of Gruppe Nymphenburg Consult AG, it was possible
to demonstrate that a new bio-adaptive lighting system has a calming and balancing effect in office
workplaces.https://discover.zumtobelgroup.com/studie-bioadaptive-lighting
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The result: The LITENET lighting management system has an integrated daylight sensor and
controls the overall tunableWhite solution by monitoring the sky situation. In addition to greater
lighting comfort, maximum energy efficiency can also be achieved through the intelligent integration
of daylight sensors, presence detectors and time sensors. Automatically integrated blinds provide
protection against direct sunlight. And the artificial light follows the natural rhythm in the right light
colour and intensity, and in brilliant quality. tunableWhite technology ensures that the intensity and
colour temperature of the luminaires can be defined completely independently of each other – for a
lighting concept that follows human expectations and activities, e.g. through pre-defined static
lighting scenes or automated daily routines in the office.
For optimal office lighting, Zumtobel selected the slim, linear LIGHTFIELDS evolution luminaire in
the tunableWhite version. As a pendant version, it offers employees ideal light for screen work, with
the best possible glare control thanks to MPO+ optic. The interaction between direct and indirect
light also creates a positive working atmosphere. SUPERSYSTEM II spotlights also provide brilliant
accent lighting. The basic lighting throughout the building is provided by SLOTLIGHT infinity in the
form of discrete light lines. In the chill-out area, ONDARIA shines like an artificial sun. This extensive
lighting fixture achieves uniform lighting of the room. The pleasant distribution of light and soft
shadows also create a cosy atmosphere. In the communication zones and in the living area of the
apartments, the decorative CAELA provides inviting general lighting with soft light distribution. The
individual lighting solution is rounded off with SUPERSYSTEM outdoor for the outside area as well
as emergency lighting through the RESCLITE and PURESIGN safety luminaires.
Light is increasingly valued as one of the most important design elements and key factors in
satisfaction and motivation of employees at work. In practice, however, only around 57 percent of
employees can control the lighting situation in the office according to their own needs, as discovered
by the global user study by Zumtobel in cooperation with Frauenhofer IAO 2. The company Infobip is
an employer that has now recognised how light can support and motivate people in office
environments – and that is now also implementing this. One good reason why the Infobip founders
were awarded the Ernst & Young “Entrepreneur of The Year” award in Croatia in 2019.

2

The results of the global investigation, in cooperation with the Fraunhofer Institute IAO, show
significant potential to improve light quality in the workspace
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Captions:
(photo credits: Zumtobel)

Image 1 + 2: The IT and telecommunications specialist Infobip trusted in Zumtobel's expertise for
the lighting at its new headquarters in Vodnjan/Croatia. A lighting solution with optimal glare control
and high flexibility was required.

Bild 3 + 4: The company headquarters not only has offices and meeting rooms, but also a fitness
area, a restaurant and a training centre. This building is just one part of the high-tech Infobip campus,
however.
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About Zumtobel
Our passion is to create quality lighting solutions that deliver total perfection. We are driven by a conviction that the right kind
of light can create the right atmosphere in a building at any time of day or night. When tailored to people’s individual needs,
light becomes something of an experience. We are always exploring new ways to come up with inimitable and timeless
designs and are inspired by a unique creative ambition. When working on the lighting of tomorrow, we are driven by our
innovative corporate philosophy of continuously improving the aesthetics of light. With passion, a sense of beauty and a
forward-looking approach, we are constantly seeking to use light to help improve people’s quality of life. The Zumtobel brand
is part of Zumtobel Group AG, based in Dornbirn in the Vorarlberg region of Austria.

Zumtobel. The Light.
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